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CHARACTER SKETCH OF NINO 

NINO 

Nino is an important character of the autobiographical extract by Aabid Surti. 

He is a six years old precocious child whose favourite subjects are elevators, 

vehicles, computers and Indian trains. At his age, he is quite familiar with 

internet and is a voracious reader. The secret of his immense knowledge is 

his sense of ENQUIRY. He seeks logical reason in every solution. He is aware 

of social problems and knows how he can contribute to solve them as a child. 

He is a disciplined and well behaved child who shares a close bond with his 

grandfather. He is equally good and talented in painting and sports. 

 
GRANDFATHER 

Aabid Surti plays the role of DJ (DadaJi) in his autobiographical account 

‘Little Nino and My Secret Beard’. He is a water-warrior who plans to talk to 

his grandson about water conservation. He is very conscious on this noble 

thought and takes up the initiative to instill this habit of saving water in his 

grandson Nino. He is quite experienced and mature but feels like a child 

when it comes to discuss any serious issue with Nino. He prepares himself 

well so that he can answer all innocent and probable questions of Nino. He 

is overwhelmed when he knows that his grandson has listed out some ways 

of water conservation before his class for which Nino received a Gold Star. 

He is a social worker who wants to save even a single drop of water. He 

also runs an NGO called ‘DROP DEAD’. 



 
 
 

HOT (HIGHER ORDER THINKING) QUESTION (answer in 100 

words) 

 

Q 1. You have been elected as the 'Water Conservation 

Warrior' of your school who has been given a team of 10 

students to survey the water consumption in your school. 

List out the initiatives you took to bring down water 

wastage/ unnecessary water consumption in your school.  

 
 

INTEGRATED EXERCISE 

Rearrange the jumbled words to form meaningful sentences. Rewrite the 

sentences using appropriate punctuation marks: 

 

(a) in 2004 / the Nobel Peace prize / Dr. Wangari Maathai / was awarded 

_______________________________________________ 

 

(b) towards sustainable development / the award / was in / her service / 

recognition of 

_______________________________________________ 

 



(c) Nairobi’s Uhuni Park / in 1989 / saved / single-handedly / she 

_______________________________________________ 

 

(d) which is an NGO / she is / the Green Belt Movement / the founder of 

_______________________________________________ 

 

(e) at the grassroots / environmental issues / the Green Belt Movement / 

works / on various/ level 

_______________________________________________ 

 

(f) has earned / Dr. Wangari Maathai / “Tree Mother of Africa” / the title 

_______________________________________________ 

 

CONTENT PREPARED AT HOME. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


